Directions to Floor 2 Taubman Center:
Parking for Floor 2 of the A. Alfred Taubman Health Care Center is in Parking Structure P2.
Remember the level on which you parked. Bring your parking coupon with you to your appointment to be validated at the clerical stations for a reduced rate.
Locate the parking structure elevator. Look at your appointment notice for the floor and reception location of your appointment. For clinics on Floor 2, take the parking structure elevator to Floor 2.

Exit the elevator, enter the Taubman Center and turn right. Follow the signage on the wall and overhead to the Registration/Information desk, where you will receive your "blue hospital card" or you may update your registration information.

**General Surgery and Trauma Burn Center Clinic - Reception C**
Continue past the Information/Registration desk. You will see the Taubman clinics on your left. Reception C is located behind the Information/Registration area.

Disclaimer: This document contains information and/or instructional materials developed by Michigan Medicine for the typical patient with your condition. It may include links to online content that was not created by Michigan Medicine and for which Michigan Medicine does not assume responsibility. It does not replace medical advice from your health care provider because your experience may differ from that of the typical patient. Talk to your health care provider if you have any questions about this document, your condition or your treatment plan.
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